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 Tragically there are a lot of reasons pertaining why we need to save the earth. First and 
foremost I do hope each and every one of us can see and concern about what is happening 
around us, the environment particularly. Isn’t it nowadays, we always experience climate change? 
Climate change is already happening and represents one of the greatest environmental problems. 
And based from its own definition it is a change in statistical properties of the climate system 
when considered over periods of decades or longer regardless of cause. The term is used to refer 
specifically to climate change caused by human activities. 

 In my own understanding why we have climate change it is simply because of our wrong 
doings to our environment for a long time ago. Things such as we kept on burning plastics. It 
basically destroys our ozone layer that protects us from direct contact from ultraviolet rays which 
is very dangerous. And going back to climate change it is simply what we are experiencing 
nowadays, a sudden change of weather, from sunny day to immediate rainy day. It may also refer 
to global warming. 

 And I think the most basic reason that already happened in our country was during the 
typhoon Ondoy that flooded big portion of Metro Manila. I think all of us witnessed this tragedy. 
Because their drainage were full of garbage and the main reason is they already lack trees around 
which is responsible for absorbing rain water.  

 And through this kind of tragedy all of must realized the importance of Mother Earth. We 
cannot just wait for it to happen again and strike our place, and our home. We can still save the 
earth. It’s never too late if we will all start now in our own little ways. 


